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A BIG FAMILY

Future Architecture Platform
ACTIVATE MODERN RUINS!
EXPLORE THE RUIN
Open call for evidence
[Duration 1 month]

SAVE THE RUIN
Set up a Digital Archive
[After the 2nd month
Duration: on-going]

CROWDSOURCE THE RUIN
Use Social Media platforms
[After the 4th month
Duration: 1 month]

RENDER THE RUIN
Architects Echo
[After the 5th month
Duration: 1 month]

DEBATE THE RUIN
Conference & exhibition
[After the 6th month
Duration: 3 days]
Cesar Reyes Najera looking at Belgrade periphery's map.
https://www.facebook.com/pg/Beogradska-internacionalna-nedelja-arhitekture-102726026521854/
Nenad ‘Bora Markovic’
KIEV
Render + Debate
Mystetskyi Arsenal
Mystetsyi Arsenal workshop
Fani Kostourou
June 28 at 5:19pm ·

*VOTE AN IDEA* OR *ADD YOUR OWN IDEA* to the poll of KAF Workshop | Retrofit for Purpose – Boro and Ramiz! We need voices to be heard, dreams to be thought further! We need your support and brilliant minds to start with this amazing workshop next week @prishtinaarchitectureweek in Kosovo (region) supported by Future Architecture Platform! And we are looking forward to hearing your suggestions for How-To-Activate Boro and Ramiz building and site in Prishtina, Kosovo!

Fani Kostourou created a poll in KAF Workshop | Retrofit for Purpose – Boro and Ramiz.
June 9 at 1:55am ·

How do you imagine the future of Boro and Ramiz?

- Botanical garden and urban agriculture
- Urban laboratory of collective intelligence
- Small/startup business innovation center and conference hall.
- Technopark for innovation and creativity
- Sports Community Hall
- Flea market
- Urban health community center
- Agricultural research and tech hub
- Museum of memory and social inclusivity
- Digital Gallery
- Cognitariat Palace

Add an option...

Like · Comment · Share

Nathalie Eldan, Bekim Leka Ramku and 3 others

View 3 more comments
Workshop at the Museum of Kosova
Opportunities for urban regeneration in Belgrade's periphery
VLADIMIR MACURA (adopted 2003)

EMILIJAN JOSIMOVIĆ (1867)
‘The strategic goal [...] is the recultivation and improvement of degraded environment, building land recycling, and activation of brownfield locations, i.e. preventive protection from all planned activities which may jeopardise the existing quality of the environment.’

Belgrade City development strategy (2008)
Dren Pozhegu 'lignite mine'
http://climatenewsnetwork.net/coal-pollution-costs-western-balkans-dear/
Kolubara lignite mine
http://www.serbia.com/serbia-among-the-clouds-dragoljub-zamurovic/5-1-2-19/
Design strategies

- a) deserted mining sites
- b) derelict settlements
- c) abandoned industries & infrastructure
Designated area for the 2003 Master Plan of Belgrade 2021

Bora Markovic
Nenad ‘Bora Markovic’
THANK YOU